Comparison of different labeling methods for the production of labeled target DNA for microarray hybridization.
Different labeling methods were studied to compare various approaches to the preparation of labeled target DNA for microarray experiments. The methods under investigation included a post-PCR labeling method using the Klenow fragment and a DecaLabel DNA labeling kit, the use of a Cy3-labeled forward primer in the PCR, generating either double-stranded or single-stranded PCR products, and the incorporation of Cy3-labeled dCTPs in the PCR. A microarray that had already been designed and used for the detection of microorganisms in compost was used in the study. PCR products from the organisms Burkholderia cepacia and Staphylococcus aureus were used in the comparison study, and the signals from the probes for these organisms analyzed. The highest signals were obtained when using the post-PCR labeling method, although with this method, more non-specific hybridizations were found. Single-stranded PCR products that had been labeled by the incorporation of a Cy3-labeled forward primer in the PCR were found to give the next highest signals upon hybridization for a majority of the tested probes, with less non-specific hybridizations. Hybridization with double-stranded PCR product labeled with a Cy3-labeled forward primer, or labeled by the incorporation of Cy3-labeled dCTPs resulted in acceptable signal to noise ratios for all probes except the UNIV 1389a and Burkholderia genus probes, both located toward the 3' end of the 16S rRNA gene. The comparison of the different DNA labeling methods revealed that labeling via the Cy3-forward primer approach is the most appropriate of the studied methods for the preparation of labeled target DNA for our purposes.